Case Report

Dental fragment embedded in the lower lip after facial trauma: Brief review literature and report of a case
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ABSTRACT

Upper incisors are the most frequently involved teeth in traumatic dental injuries. Soft tissues (lips and/or oral mucosa) adjacent to incisal edge can receive direct and/or indirect traumas. Laceration of the lower lip is a not rare eventuality and teeth fragments could be embedded in labial soft tissue. The reattachment of these fragments, if possible, is the elective treatment choice, thanks to the modern adhesive and restorative techniques. The authors present a case of a white Caucasian 10-year-old child, who attended the dental clinic for the treatment of both upper central incisors’ crown fractures. The fragment of the left incisor was retrieved embedded in the lower lip. It was successfully surgically removed and reattached using a composite adhesive technique. A careful clinical and radiographic examination with the surgical removal of tooth fragments could prevent undesirable foreign body reaction, infection and scarring. The authors also reviewed the most relevant literature concerning tooth fragment reattachment after removal from oral soft tissues.
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INTRODUCTION

Approximately 50% of children under 15 years are victims of various kinds of injuries and traumas in the orofacial region.[1] Traumatic dental injuries represent main cause of emergency treatments in dental practice.[2,3] Incisors are frequently involved, and uncomplicated or complicated crown fractures usually are due to traffic accidents and sports injuries. Unlike the lower lip, upper lip does not entirely cover the coronal portion of the incisors and this results in less protection from injuries.[4,5] Prevalence of the incisors’ traumas among childhood and adolescence ranges from 7 to 33%, according to gender and age of individuals.[6] Trauma may involve labial tissues directly or indirectly: Marginal edges are the main cause of this indirect trauma to the lower lip. About 50% of traumatic injuries to permanent incisors are associated to labial laceration and bleeding or soft tissue trauma.[7] Crown fragments may displace in oral soft tissues remaining included; for this reason, simple soft tissue radiograph could be useful in the fragments detection. After a trauma also the eruption of a definitive tooth should be studied.[8-14]

The authors present a case of two uncomplicated crown fractures whereas one of the tooth fragments was retrieved from the lower lip of a child involved in a sport accident. Furthermore, authors have reviewed the literature studies and reports related to teeth fragments reattachment after removal from oral soft tissues.

CASE REPORT

A white Caucasian 10-year-old boy was admitted to the Dental Clinic at the University of Bari (Policlinico), Italy, complaining of a firm mass in the lower lip, painless and recovered by a squamous-crusty lesion.
Both the central incisors appeared fractured. His mother reported that the boy had fallen while playing football the day before the visit and she collected a single tooth fragment stored in a paper tissue. There was no history of other previous injuries and no symptoms of concussion. Lip examination revealed a laceration on the left side of the lower lip. A firm nodule, measuring approximately 1 cm in diameter in the same region was noted. Intra-oral examination revealed an Ellis class II fracture of the permanent right and left maxillary central incisors [Figure 1]. All maxillary incisors teeth responded promptly to the pulp tests. A lateral soft tissue radiograph and a periapical radiograph of the maxillary central incisors were performed. There were no signs of root fractures or other periapical diseases but the presence of a tooth fragment in the lower lip was confirmed [Figure 2]. An antibiotic (clavulanic acid plus amoxicillin 500 mg t.i.d.) and anti-inflammatory therapy (ketoprofen 40 mg) was prescribed and the patient was discharged and readmitted the next day.

Under regional block anesthesia, the wound site was cleansed with a chlorhexidine solution 0.2%, and a small horizontal incision was made. The tooth fragment was retrieved and gently removed. The wound was irrigated with saline and a 4-0 black silk suture was placed.

The tooth fragment embedded in the lip corresponded to the upper central left incisor [Figure 3], while the fragment recovered by the patient’s mother belonged to the upper central right incisor. Both teeth fragments were stored in saline solution and re-attached in the same session, separately, using for each one, the procedure described by Rappelli et al.[15] According to these authors, the operating field was isolated with a rubber dam and the fractured portion of the teeth fragments was etched with a 37% orthophosphoric acid gel for 30 s followed by gentle rinsing. A bonding system was then applied to the etched surfaces without polymerization. The fractured margins of the two central incisors were treated with a ‘total etch technique’: 30 s of etching for enamel and 15 s for dentine. An adhesive system was applied to the etched surfaces. Each fragment was then accurately placed on the original position and a single photo-polymerization was completed in 40 s. A bevel was performed along the fracture line to improve aesthetics according to Andreasen et al.[16]

After the adhesive resin was placed, a compound resin of transparent dye was applied to cover the demarcation line between the glued surfaces. Polishing and finishing were performed by using fine grain disks and decreasing grain adamantane pastes applied with dedicated rotating felts. The final result was satisfying on esthetic and functional profile [Figure 4].

The patient was reviewed on a regular basis for over a year: No symptoms, no tenderness to percussion, absence of mobility and a positive reaction to pulp testing were found.

**DISCUSSION**

In clinical practice, uncomplicated crown fractures can be treated either by reshaping the sharp edges or, in cases of greater loss of dental tissue, by an acid-etched composite restoration.[4] Incisal edge reattachment, if the tooth fragment is available, remains the first choice treatment, above all in children.[17,18] As a matter of fact, it is a conservative technique that does not preclude, in case of failure, the use of other treatment options or even the repetition of the reattachment itself.[19,20] The esthetic properties of the fractured tooth are preserved because the fragment has the same color as the rest of the tooth and the incisal edge translucency is maintained. Moreover, Sengun et al. demonstrated that reattachment of fractured incisal fragments by using new generation bonding agents is effective against shear stresses, at levels which are comparable with those of the intact teeth. They concluded that instead of a composite restoration, the reattachment of a fractured fragment is preferable.[21]

The authors have performed a literature review, which confirms the propriety of this clinical approach. Available studies about teeth fragment retrieved in oral soft tissue and reattached are summarized in Table 1 and there are at least four published reports of tooth fragments embedded in the lip and reattached.

The first report was described more than thirty years ago by Mader.[22] He described a fragment of a fractured central incisor found in the lower lip three years after the original trauma. The fragment was surgically removed from the lip and reattached to the crown using the acid-etch resin technique. The author prophesized: “It is hoped that in the future new materials and techniques will be perfected so that… (dentist) will be able to restore them (portions of teeth) in their original position. Pasini et al.,[23] reported an immediate reattachment of an incisal edge
GH¿QHG WKHLU SURFHGXUH DV ³¿UVW FKRLFH WUHDWPHQW´ of a lateral incisor retrieved in the lower lip. They defined their procedure as “first choice treatment” for coronal fractures emphasizing the importance of dental fragment storage and the multidisciplinary nature of dental trauma management. Naudi and Fung[24] reported the first pediatric case in which they described the reattachment of a tooth fragment embedded in the lower lip, 3 hours after the initial trauma. The authors reported that there were no dental and esthetic complications for over one year.

Recently, Schwengber et al.[25] describes a case of a pediatric patients who presented a nodule on his lower lip as consequence of retained incisal fragment embedded until 2 months. The tooth was devitalized and before performing the tooth fragment reattachment, the gutta percha was removed with a heated curette below the gingival line to avoid crown darkening. Finally, the fragment was reattached by using an adhesive technique and one-year follow-up results were satisfactory.
Usually a fractured or missed incisor does not pose any problem in diagnosis. However, in case of concomitant soft tissue laceration, the possible presence of tooth fragments in the lacerated soft tissues should be suspected. Tooth fragments embedded in soft tissue may not be easily detectable clinically. Laceration, bleeding and patient discomfort make post-traumatic evaluation difficult, and a simple soft tissue and occlusal radiograph could be useful in detection of embedded teeth fragments in the oral regions. The most frequent site of fragment inclusion is the lower lip; however, the tongue may also be involved.

Their recognition and identification is important because the continuous movement of contraction of the orbicularis oris muscle may dislocate these “foreign bodies”. Moreover, the oral bacterial flora can infect the wound and the deep tissues. Failure to remove totally the portions of teeth embedded in the soft tissue may result in a breakdown of the suture line, persistent chronic infection and discharge and a disfiguring fibrosis.

CONCLUSION

Several cases of spontaneous eruption of undetected tooth fragments from soft tissue as a consequence of a misdiagnosis are reported in the literature. This scenario could be avoided through a detailed history of the accident, a careful physical observation and a simple radiographic examination of soft tissues.
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